
Abstract: While often operating the margins of propriety, advertisers and marketers are 
constrained by the social mores of their times. During the early nineteenth century, prod-
uct promotion opportunities were limited to a mix of newspapers, hoardings and pam-
phlets. Some enterprising entrepreneurs and innovative individuals pushed the envelope 
of the acceptable, effectively creating new standards. This paper presents the first case 
study where the advertising and marketing strategies of a single French entrepreneur are 
being examined in depth. 

To successfully promote his products, the small-scale paint manufacturer Louis Viard 
employed a range of strategies. These ranged from the true and tried media of newspaper 
advertisements, product packaging and advertising cards to more innovative modes of 
promotion, such as mobile advertising on delivery carts as well as flamboyant street pro-
cessions, to clever and engaging use of billboards and product placement in plays. In ad-
dition, he maintained a workforce of loudly attired roaming painters, who combined pro-
motion and marketing at the same time.
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INTRODUCTION: 

A substantial body of literature has examined the emergent French in-
dustrialisation during the early and middle part of the nineteenth cen-
tury.1 David Landes [1949] discussed the role of the French entrepreneur 

1 The discussion ranges from general overviews [Caron F. 1995; Heywood C. 1995; 
Levy-Leboyer M., Bourguignon F. 1990; Smith M.S. 2006] and broad concepts of scale and 
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and his influence on French industrial growth during the nineteenth cen-
tury.2 Landes characterised the French entrepreneur as a small business-
man acting for himself drawing credit from limited clientele of trusted 
friends, fundamentally conservative and independent. At the same time, 
businessmen held an inferior position in French society (as opposed to 
lawyers, administrators and the military). Businessmen striving to expand 
their business opportunities could either rely on family connections, repu-
tation and word-of-mouth advertising, or they could engage in promotion 
to the general public, which, depending on the mode(s) chosen, may have 
carried the stigma of quackery.

Advertising opportunities during the nineteenth century were a mix 
of newspapers, hoardings and pamphlets [Feyel G. 2003; Hahn H.H. 
2010; Hendon D.W., Muhs W.F. 1985; Mermet e. 1879; Presbrey F. 1929; 
Sampson H. 1874]. There are a few French texts that summarise the history 
of advertising in France [Hultquist C.e. 1996; Martin M. 1992, 1994, 2004], 
some of which focus on the nineteenth century [Martin M. 2004] or were 
written at that time [Datz P. 1894; Mermet e. 1878, 1879]. By and large 
these studies comment on the general history of newspaper advertising, 
or of bill posting on hoardings and walls of buildings. The extant literature 
on French advertising in newspapers primarily approaches the topic from 
the angle of the publisher, while the literature on bill posting addresses 
the nature and artistic merit of bill posters. A small number of studies has 
compiled and analysed the nature of the actual newspaper advertisements 
for by small companies and entrepreneurs [Spennemann D.H.R. 2016a, 
2016c, 2017a] or for a product offered by various companies [Spennemann 
D.H.R. 2017b]. These studies, however, are confined to the representation 
of the advertisements and graphic and textual devices used.

complexity [Doraszelski U. 2004] as well as the role of tariffs and protectionism [Irwin D.A. 
1993; Nye J.V. 1991] to wages and their role relating to the industrialisation of urban areas 
[Cox D., Nye J.V. 1989; Magnac T., Postel-Vinay G. 1997; Sicsic P. 1991, 1992] and the roles 
played by patents and intellectual property [Machlup F., Penrose e. 1950; Moser P. 2003]. 
While numerous papers draw on the textile manufacturing and allied industries as exam-
ples [Aminzade R. 1984; Lemercier C. 2009] other studies consider ‘hard’ industries such as 
iron [Hardach G.H. 1969]. Several papers consider the role of entrepreneurs and individu-
als [Landes D.S. 1949; Wren D.A. 2001] as opposed to the small scale artisans and manufac-
turers [Aminzade R. 1984; Lemercier C. 2009; Ratcliffe B.M. 1994] as well as the influences 
of mechanisation [edmonson J.M. 1981]. 

2 While some of his assertions have come under criticism as being too broad and 
sweeping, the underlying concepts still apply.
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While some authors, such as Feyel G. [2003] comment on the interplay 
between advertising in newspapers and on billboards, against the back-
ground of governmental oversight, there is no discussion of other adver-
tising media and promotional opportunities such as mobile advertising.3 
Further, little of the extant research addresses the advertising and pro-
motional practices of medium- and small-scale entrepreneurs.4 An excep-
tion is a study of the promotion of a cooking appliance by a Parisian entre-
preneur [Spennemann D.H.R. 2018] who was more focussed on invention 
than on commercial success [Spennemann D.H.R. 2017d, 2020, 2021].

While newspaper advertising expanded during the 1820s and 1830s 
[Feyel G. 2003], space remained at a premium. The French papers of the 
1840s and 1850s were usually four-page newssheets, with advertisements 
printed on page four [Verneuil F. 1838]. The papers allowed for a combi-
nation of single and multi-column mainly with text-based display adverts 
[Feyel G. 2003; Martin M. 2004]. Advertisements by publishing houses pro-
moting their publications led the way, soon followed by varied products. 
Illustrated advertisements are uncommon, primarily due to the high cost 
of creating woodcuts as well the costs as advertising space [Spennemann 
D.H.R. 2017a, 2017b]. Large display advertisements, that had begun to 
emerge in British newspapers [Lloyd A.J. 2007] were frowned upon by 
some French publishers, who saw their newspapers primarily as avenues 
to advance literary content, while other embraced them [Feyel G. 2003]. 
In this, the developments in France and england has parallels [Lloyd A.J. 
2007]. Given the limitations of available column space, numerous pub-
lishers preferred to restrict the size of the advertisement which allowed 
them to offer space to more advertisers—and thus widen the appeal of 
their paper. Further, like in england at the same time [Lloyd A.J. 2007], 
some manufacturers and merchants perceived public advertising as un-
seemly, preferring word-of-mouth and reputation over public announce-
ments. Irrespective of stance, the press of the day exercised much control 
over the appearance and content of advertisements in their pages, thereby 
limiting the creativity of the advertisers. Consequently, newspaper adver-

3 For early twentieth century mobile advertising, such as on trams [see: Lefebvre T. 
2003].

4 While some work has been carried out on the marketing and promotional strategies 
of American entrepreneurs, such as P.T.Barnum [e.g. Cook J. 1999], or of late nineteenth 
century iconic brands, such as Coca-Cola [Crawford R. et al. 2020; Pendergrast M. 2000] 
little research has examined the marketing strategies of small-scale French manufacturers.
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tisements were, on the whole, far more conservative in their approaches 
and techniques than posters and handouts [Martin M. 2004].

Bill board advertising, usually with 18-inch broad sheets, was pio-
neered by circuses and local music halls in the early 1800s and became 
common from the 1830s onwards [Hendon D.W., Muhs W.F. 1985]. In 
France, the Louis Philippe period (July revolution) saw a liberalisation 
of street advertising, which resulted in the beginning of advertising cam-
paigns [Feyel G. 2003; Martin M. 2004]. The early period of billposting 
on hoardings5 in France, as was also the case in the UK and the U.S.A., 
was a highly unregulated activity once bill posting per se had been permit-
ted. It appears that any surface was fair game, with or without permission 
by the property owner, and that roaming bill posters obliterated anoth-
er bill posters’ work within days if not hours [Hendon D.W., Muhs W.F. 
1985; Mercier L.-S. 1782: 308; Sampson H. 1874: 26ff]. While early post-
ers were produced by publishing houses advertising large illustrated vol-
umes, and by theatre producers, soon many other merchants saw an op-
portunity [Feyel G. 2003; Hiatt C. 1896: 11ff; Martin M. 2004; Mermet e. 
1879: 109f]. The early posters were text based, often multi coloured, with 
illustrations limited to woodcuts. The development of chromolithography 
saw a burgeoning of posters, an appealing, multi-coloured advertising op-
tion. Unlike purely text-based posters, the latter were graphically appeal-
ing and hence collected. Not surprisingly, then, the majority of specialised 
research into poster advertising deals with the artistic merits of posters 
[Hiatt C. 1896; Maindron e. 1896].

The following study will examine the promotional strategies of a single 
French entrepreneur, Louis Viard, whose promotions employed a broad 
range of media: newsprint, billboards, flyers, mobile advertising, and per-
formances as well as roving sales people dressed in promotional outfits.

LOUIS JeAN BAPTISTe SeRVAIS VIARD (1816–1868)

While one of Louis Viard’s products, the chromo-duro-phane varnish, 
was a well-recognised product during the late 1840s an early 1850s, Viard 
himself was not a very prominent businessman. He manufactured paints, 
in particular a floor varnish, which were in essence ephemeral products; 
unlike buildings, moveable objects or pieces of art, his paints left little ev-

5 US term: billboards; French term panneau d’affichage.
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idence for future historians and heritage researchers to examine. Thus, 
without much claim to fame, he has so far escaped the attention of histo-
rians.6 As this paper will show, however, Viard should be recognised as 
an innovative entrepreneur who in his day pushed the envelope of mar-
keting.

We know comparatively little about the private life of Louis Jean 
Baptiste Servais Viard. Records show that he was born on 13 September 
1816 at La Chapelle-aux-Pots (Oise), as the son of a pottery merchant.7 In 
his late teens he must have moved to Paris, as in 1836 he married Constance 
Angélique Tencé, the daughter of a Paris paint merchant.8 They had at 
least one daughter (see below).9

Viard took over Tencé’s paint business in 1837 or 1838, trading as 
a paint dealer or manufacturer from Tencé’s premises at rue Saint Martin 
nº 54. For the first few years, Viard seems to have carried on Tencé’s busi-
ness without much innovation and marketing. As far as we can tell, Viard 
was just one of the many Parisian paint dealers vying for business.10 

Viard exhibited his ‘hydrofuge’ paint at the National Industry exhi-
bition in Paris in 1844 (and again in 1849) and was awarded a Bronze 
medal. The jury noted that the paint seemed to be successful.11 Of course, 
Viards’ water repellent paint could not dry out walls that were affected by 

6 In the absence of personal and company archives, the research presented here draws 
heavily on a systematic survey of the various nineteenth century French publications, 
which was enabled by perusal of the Gallica on-line library provided by the Bibliotheque 
national de France [2015]. 

7 Department de l’Oise [2015; 13.09.1814]. For a fully referenced biographical back-
ground of Louis Viard see Spennemann D.H.R. [2016b].

8 Listed as paint merchant in the Paris address books from 1820 to 1840 [see referenc-
es compiled in Spennemann D.H.R. 2016b]. Tencé’s wife also hailed from La Chapelle-aux-
Pots, which suggests prior connections [see Spennemann D.H.R. 2016b].

9 In addition, there is frequent, albeit erroneous, reference to a son, the communard 
and anarchist Auguste Vincent Pompée Viard. Research showed, however, that Pompée 
Viard was the son Louis Viard’s first cousin [see Spennemann D.H.R. 2016b].

10 See the various address books for the period.
11 Listed in exhibition catalogue as ‘Viard, Paris, r Saint Martin 54, “couleurs pour 

préserver les murs de l’humidité” [Anonymous 1844c: 147, nº 2882]. Award of bronze med-
al [Anonymous 1844b: 374, Div. xI §2 nº 429; Thénard B. 1844b: 699; 1845: 332]. The cost 
was deemed low with two coats per metre costing 60 Centimes a meter [Thénard B. 1844b: 
699]. Assuming this refers to a running metre of internal walls from floor to ceiling, then 
we can assume a cost of about 60 Centimes for 2.5 m2. See also glowing commentary by de 
Saint Aure J. [1844].
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rising damp. Rather, it seems that the paint acted as a moisture barrier on 
the inside that ensured that the room, if properly ventilated, stayed dry.12

In 1850 he began to expand his business. On 10 January 1850 Viard 
applied for permission to establish a varnish factory on the outskirts of 
Paris at Aubervilliers (Seine-Saint-Denis), which was formally granted on 
27 November 1851.13 In 1851 Viard also moved to new premises at rue 
Saint Martin nº 128. Concurrently with the expansion of production, Viard 
also moved into international markets, for example participating in the 
1851 London International exhibition. Viard’s Chromo-duro-phane var-
nish is on record as being exported to Spain in 1853 [Anonymous 1853a] 
and 1857 [Anonymous 1857]. He also exhibited “[v]arious specimens of 
colours and varnishes” at the exhibition of the Industry of All Nations 
held in New York in 1853 and received an Honourable Mention “for a va-
riety of colours.” [Association...  1853: 152; Silliman B. et al. 1853: 12]. This 
recognition, however, came too late for Viard to use it in advertising as his 
business failed on 18 August 1853. He had to submit to court-ordered liq-
uidation which seems to have been completed in late 1858. 

After several attempts at sale of the property and the goodwill of the 
company in 1855 [for details see Spennemann 2016b], Louis Viard’s es-
tranged wife, Constance Angelique Tencé acquired the paint factories at 
rue Saint Martin nº 124 once held by her husband. She seems to have car-
ried on the business from late 1856 until about 1864, being in a partner-
ship with her son in-law from August 1858 to late 1861, trading as Viard et 
Charmy [for details see Spennemann 2016b].

The transition from Louis Viard’s bankruptcy to the continued manu-
facture of paint under his wife’s name is too smooth to be coincidental. It 
can be surmised that Viard and his wife must have had separate commer-
cial entities so that at the time of Viard’s bankruptcy, his wife Constance 
Angelique Tencé may have been a creditor. For the time after the bank-
ruptcy, two interpretations are possible. either the Viards divorced and 
Constance Angelique Tencé carried on the business on her own, or Louis 
Viard remained involved in the business but did not do so in a formal ca-
pacity. Louis Viard died in 1868 [Jean de Paris, 1892].

12 If applied to external walls that would have caused the rising damp to emerge at the 
outside and evaporate there. If applied to two sides of an internal, it would have pushed 
the rising damp much higher.

13 Préfecture de police [1850]; Republique Francaise [1852]. The water-powered factory 
(‘usine hydraulique’) is first mentioned in advertisements of 13 June 1851 [Viard L. 1851a]. 
The lay-out and physical appearance of this factory is discussed further below. 
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CHROMO-DURO-PHANe 

The urbanisation of Paris accelerated after the end of the Napoleonic era, 
with many rural areas inside the walls of the city being developed as a lo-
cation of small industry. The centre of Paris saw an increase in the number 
of multi-storey dwellings with shops on the ground floor and one or more 
storeys of apartments above, as well as additional multi storey buildings in 
the internal courtyards.14 The walls of the apartments were whitewashed 
or painted with white lead paint (céruse),15 and later zinc white, while the 
wooden tile and parquet floors were painted in 

“red or yellow colour with a mixture of ochre and linseed oil or Flanders glue; and 
when this color had dried, to cover it with a wax polish to give it a brilliance, which 
was maintained by [additional] applications of wax and polishing” [Bouillet M.-N. 
1861: 271; for similar comments see Dollingen 1844: 43f].

Viard’s varnish had many advantages over the old technique The main 
selling points for chromo-duro-phane as well as its competitor, ‘siccatif 
brillant’ were the fact that the varnish retained its gloss and thus “save[d] 
the drudgery of scrubbing” to achieve a polished appearance [Bouillet 
M.-N. 1861: 271]. Moreover, chromo-duro-phane was a varnish

“which dries in two hours, acquires a hardness, a transparency of marble, it gives the 
tiles or parquet a glow that persists without any kind of rubbing” [de Saint Aure J. 
1844].

The lacquering of apartment floors and staircases was an annual event 
that occurred in mid-summer, when Paris was warm and humid and 
those, who could afford it, had left on ‘les vacances’ [Anonymous 1843].

14 See Le cadastre de Paris par îlot, dit atlas Vasserot (1810-1836), Archives numérisées 
de Paris, Archives de Paris.

15 Lead poisoning and its effects had been known and reported since the Middle 
Ages, but effective substitutes for lead based paints, especially white lead (lead carbon-
ate, [PbCO3]2·Pb[OH]2 ) were difficult to find. White lead paint had unsurpassed bright-
ness and also sufficient body to effectively coat surfaces. In the late eighteenth century, de 
Morveau G. [1783] drew attention to the fact that zinc white was less harmful than white 
lead paint. There were numerous observations on the harmful effects of red and especial-
ly white lead, often called ‘painter’s colic’ throughout the eighteenth century, but public 
exposure and discussion of the issue did not gain broad-based momentum until the early 
nineteenth century [e.g. Tanquerel des Planches L.J.C.M. 1839] with the discussion peak-
ing in the early 1850s [Anonymous, 1852, 1853c, 1853b; Bouchut e. 1852; Coulier P.-J. 1852; 
Sorré 1852; Soudée R. 1852].
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“While everyone is gone, or about to go, be it abroad, be it to their city, be it to the wa-
ters, this is the time to rework the apartments in color” [de Saint Aure J. 1844].

The chromo-duro-phane varnish was essentially a solution of resin 
wax, alcohol, and turpentine, mixed with a pigment [Chevallier A. 1874: 
308f; Girardin J.P.L. 1861: 359; Tripier-Deveaux A.M. 1845: 271f].

Girardin J.P.L. [1861: 359] describes the varnish as a two component 
paint; whereby component I was comprised of 160g lacquer beans and 1g 
yellow wax dissolved in 640g of 90° proof alcohol and strained to remove 
coarse residue; and component II was comprised of 112 g yellow pitch,16 
112g colophane mixed with 144g of turpentine. Both components were 
prepared separately and mixed just before application. The colouring pig-
ments, dry and finely ground, were Prussian red, yellow street ochre, or 
walnut mixed with umber.17

Viard’s varnish was not the only one of its kind as at least two oth-
er companies advertised similar products with a similar drying time.18 
Given the competition, the correct branding of Viard’s product was of 
importance. Rather than follow his competitors with descriptive brand 
names, such as ‘siccatif brilliant’, ‘siccatif luisant’,19 or even brands based 
on the manufacturer, such as ‘siccatif Moreau’, Viard chose a very differ-
ent route.

As many French commentators later noted, Viard’s term Chromo-
Duro-Phane was a ‘burlesque’ [Larousse P. 1869: 243] or ‘baroque’ [Ariel, 
1889] word creation intended to sound learned and scientific. It is com-
prised of three Greek and Latin components, ‘chroma’ (χρωμα, colour), 

16 ‘Galipot’, an impure hardened resin deposits formed on the stem of the mari-
time pine. The purified version is called purified is called ‘yellow pitch,’ ‘white pitch’ or 
‘Burgundy pitch.’

17 In 1845 Tripier-Deveaux A.M. [1845: 271f] presents the formula as component I 
mixed from 5kg shellac, 31.25g yellow wax and 20litres of 36° proof alcohol; and compo-
nent II comprised of 3.5 kg yellow pitch, 3.5 kg colophane mixed with 4.5 kg of turpentine. 
Chevallier A. [1874: 308f] mentions a similar component paint, with component I mixed 
from 480g shellac, 3g yellow wax and 1920 g of 36° proof alcohol; and component II com-
prised of 336 g yellow pitch, 336 g colophane mixed with 432g of turpentine.

18 Monmory et Raphanel. Siccatif Brilliant de Carreaux et Parquets Sans Frottage, ad-
vertised to dry in two hours [e.g. Monmory, Raphanel 1842, 1843]. For additional refer-
ences to advertisements for Siccatif Brilliant see Spennemann D.H.R. [2016a]. See also 
Monmory’s Siccatif Luisant [Monmory 1845].

19 Siccatif (english: ‘siccative’) is a drying agent used as a component of paint. ‘luisant’ 
is a synonym of ‘brilliant’.
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‘durus’ (hard) and ‘phaino’ (φαίνω, to shine, to glow).20 As soon as the 
term ‘Chromo-Duro-Phane’ had been coined, it was derided as a melting 
of “Greek and Latin like shellac with wax… a mangling of entomology” 
[Guenée A. 1843 [1844]: 371]. Yet soon after its first mention [Viard, 1843a] 
the term very much entered public consciousness through clever advertis-
ing (see below). It was successful enough not only to be included in French 
dictionaries [e.g. Larousse P. 1869: 243; Migne J.-P. 1857: 540], but also 
in foreign language dictionaries such as French–Spanish [Dominguez R.J. 
1845: 503] and French–German [Sachs K., Villatte C. 1869: 280]. Not sur-
prisingly, Chromo-Duro-Phane was also included in a number of works 
looking at French word creation [e.g. Darmesteter A. 1877: 244]. 

PUBLIC ReCOGNITION

Like any entrepreneur at the time, Viard strove for formal public recog-
nition for his products. That could be achieved through participation in 
the formal exhibitions of the products of French industry, held in Paris 
every five years; through presentations to the Société d’Encouragement 
pour l’Industrie Nationale; and through approbation by the relevant pro-
fessional or scientific bodies. 

As one of the commentators of the 1844 Paris exhibition noted, of great-
er significance than medals won at exhibitions was the formal endorse-
ment by professional bodies. On 7 March 1843 the Chamber of Professional 
Painters of Paris21 recommended Viard’s Chromo-duro-phane paint, at 
the exclusion of other products, as the only suitable floor varnish [see the 
text on the advertising card Fig. 10]. Given the overall ease of application, 
and the fact waxing and prolonged polishing was no longer required, it 
is no surprise that house painters took to chromo-duro-phane as a prod-
uct. It is to Viard’s credit, that his paint was preferred over the rival prod-
uct ‘siccatif brillant.’ The economic importance of this endorsement, which 
was well advertised by Viard [e.g. Viard L. 1845a] and widely reported by 
sympathetic media outlets [Anonymous 1843, 1844d; Dollingen 1844: 43f], 
must not be underestimated.

20 φαίνω has a range of meanings, from ‘to have the appearance of’ and ‘to bring 
something to light’ to the above used meanings of ‘to shine’ and ‘to glow’ [Pape W. 1914: 
1250−1].

21 Chambre des entrepreneurs de peinture de la ville de Paris.
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PROMOTIONAL STRATeGIeS 

To successfully market his product, Viard employed a range of strate-
gies, which are discussed below: i) newspaper advertisements; ii) product 
packaging; iii) advertising cards; iv) mobile advertising; v) roaming paint-
ers; vi) billboards; and vii) product placement.

Promotion Strategy I: Newspaper Advertisements and Advertorials

The most common, and yet most staid form of marketing was to place ad-
vertisements in the print media of the day. Heavily text-based advertise-
ments were the initial forms of advertising espoused by Viard in Paris 
[e.g. Fig. 3; e.g. Viard L. 1843a, 1844a] as well as by stockists in the depart-
ments.22 These were soon replaced by small two-column display adver-
tisements.23 The early version, which featured two small paint pots flank-
ing the title, was very cluttered, trying to cram in far too much detail such 
as colours and price (Fig. 4). This was soon replaced by a cleaner and lean-
er layout which carried the product name blocked out in bold letters on 
a black back ground, with minimal additional text [e.g. Viard L. 1844b]. 
By 1845 onwards these advertisements not only mention the cost per kg of 
paint, but also mention that a running metre could be covered at a cost of 
75 centimes (Fig. 5) [Viard L. 1845a, 1845e].

All of Viard’s newspaper advertisements for Chromo-Duro-Phane fall 
into the period 1843 to 1845 (Fig. 2), which is, in effect, the first two years 
after the introduction of the paint. But even then, the documented adver-
tisements were less than ten per year, distributed over a number of news-
papers. This clearly suggests that newspapers were not Viard’s primary 
advertising medium.

During the same period Chromo-Duro-Phane was already sold abroad, 
as we have a single example of advertising reference to sales in Poland 
[Anonymous 1844a].24 In subsequent years, Chromo-Duro-Phane was oc-

22 e.g. advertisement in the Journal de Loiret (Orleans) in June 1843 [Barrault-Martin M. 
1843].

23 For a visual documentation of the advertisements see [Spennemann D.H.R. 2016a, 
2017a]. For a discussion of other, contemporary advertisements see [Spennemann D.H.R. 
2016c, 2017a, 2017b]. 

24 Overall, references to sales in countries other than France are few. While in part this 
may be an artefact of the (digital) accessibility of foreign language newspapers, it most 
probably reflects the reality of his reach.
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casionally advertised by stockists in various French departments [e.g. 
Fauvel M. 1851a in Argentan (Orne)].

When Viard went into the business of producing Blanc de Zinc (zinc 
white) at his Aubervilliers plant in 1851, he engaged in heavy advertis-
ing for the new product line (Fig. 2). As before, the advertising period was 
short-lived, but may have been curtailed by his bankruptcy. In these ad-
vertisements he drew on the public recognition of his floor varnish and in-
cluded, under his address, the tag line “Maison du Chromo-Duro-Phane” 
[e.g. Viard L. 1851b].

While Mme Viard manufactured paint under her name from 1857 on-
wards, she does not seem to have advertised. Viard’s successors, Viard 
et Charmy (operated by his wife and son-in-law), continued to manufac-
ture Chromo-Duro-Phane, but with advertisements restricted to 1860 [e.g. 
Viard et Charmy 1860]. The last marketing reference to Chromo-Duro-
Phane, now produced by Mme Viard’s successor A.Gardin, appeared in 
1882 in a Dutch newspaper [Arnold C.H. 1882].

Viard’s early advertisements emphasise the fact that the formula for 
the ‘Vernis Anglais’ [Viard L. 1843c],25 had been developed by “Monsieur 
Wilson, ex-Professor of Chemistry of the University of Oxford” (Fig. 4). 
This claim was then also repeated in articles mentioning the paint [e.g 
Anonymous 1843]. All advertisements with reference to Wilson date to 
the beginning of production in 1843.26

Viard’s varnish had to compete with rival products, primarily Mon-
mory and Raphanel’s ‘siccatif brillant.’ Their varnish, which was patented 
in 184327 and had received an honourable mention at the 1844 exhibition,28 
had a similar drying time and was sold at a similar price as Chromo-Duro-
Phane [see note 18]. The scientific-sounding branding, and the prominent 
references to Wilson and the University of Oxford gave Viard’s paint for-
mula an aura of a scientific basis with academic excellence. So who was 
this Professor Wilson? Despite systematic searches, no reference to a pro-
fessor of chemistry at Oxford with the surname ‘Wilson’ can be found in 

25 Also referred to as ‘Composition Anglais’ [Anonymous 1847] and ‘Mixtion Anglaise’ 
[Barrault-Martin M. 1843].

26 For adverts mentioning Wilson see [Barrault-Martin M. 1843; Viard L. 1843a, 1843b, 
1843c].

27 Patent for five years granted on 26 October 1843 [Louis Philippe 1844: 307, nº 73; 
Monmory, Raphanel 1849].

28 Thénard B. [1844b: 701−2]. Also exhibited in 1855 [Commission Impériale 1855: 61, nº 
2543].
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British and British colonial newspapers [Gale 2015; Gale, British Library 
2015; National Library of Australia 2016], nor is he mentioned in the ar-
chival sources held by the University of Oxford [Millea A. 2016; Williams 
R.J.P. et al. 2008].29

Given that the main market for Chromo-Duro-Phane was the refur-
bishment of the Paris apartments in time for the return from the annual 
holidays, it is hardly surprising that the prime period for advertising was 
during the summer. Thus the advertisements primarily occurred between 
April and September, with a pronounced peak during the period of July 
and August (Fig. 1). The marketing of blanc de zinc, primarily a wall paint 

29 A George Wilson wrote a textbook on chemistry, which dates to the late seventeenth 
century, with the last edition published in 1736 [Wilson 1699, 1709, 1736]. While the text 
may have been known to chemists of the day, it is unlikely that the average, well-educated 
French citizen would have heard of him.

Figure 1. Monthly distribution of Louis Viard’s advertisements (in %) 
for Chromo-Duro-Phane (1843-1845) floor varnish (n=21) and Blanc  

de Zinc (1851–1853) wall paint (n=16)
Source: Own calculation.
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Figure 2. Frequency of Louis Viard’s advertisements for his paints 
1843–1853.

Source: Own calculation

Figure 3. early advertisement for Viard’s Chromo-Duro-Phane  
in La Presse in May 1843

Source: Viard L. [1843a].

Figure 4. Advertisement for Viard’s Chromo-Duro-Phane 
in the Journal des débats politiques et littéraires in April 1843

Source: Viard L. [1843c].
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for apartments, was focussed on the June to August period, again the time 
those families who could afford it, went on their vacation (Fig. 1). 

The timing of the advertising, to coincide with the holiday periods, 
suggests that Viard’s marketing was targeting the emergent bourgeoisie.

We have in hand a wood cut that shows Viard’s factory at Aubervilliers 
as it appeared in mid 1853. The view shows the factory and the production 
yard. The factory is located in the back, the product store at the left and 
an array of small buildings at the right. These have been clearly labelled, 
such as (from the right) ‘scuries’ (slag), ‘remise’ (wagon shed), ‘tonellerie’ 
(cooperage), ‘materies diverses’ (various materials), fabrique d’vernis 
(varnish factory) and two inscriptions that are illegible in the reproduc-
tion in the Journal des Débats. The people depicted in front of these build-
ings echo to activities that have been named. Two smoke stacks, one of 
them belching black fumes, suggest production activity. At the left of the 
yard is the warehouse (‘expedition’), in front of which are numerous bar-
rels and boxes (presumably filled with parcels of powdered paint) as well 
as a scale and a wheelbarrow. In the left background one can see a laden 
wagon departing the factory yard.

The main building is a two-storey structure with an occupied attic and 
a large extension to the right. It appears that the entire façade of the ex-
tension is covered with louvers for ventilation. The central tower carries 
the lettering ‘Usine Hydraulique Viard Couleurs Vernis’. The clock shows 
8 am, which, combined with the activity in the yard, is meant to suggest 
that factory is running well with lots of orders to be filled. In addition to 
the production activity, the scene also includes other characters, such as 

Figure 5. Advertisement for Viard’s Chromo-Duro-Phane in Le Charivari 
of August 1845

Source: Shown is the advertisement of 3 August 1845 [Viard L. 1845e]. Same adver-
tisement but different dates during the month of August 1845 [Viard L. 1845d, 1845c, 

1845b, 1845f].
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a woman and child who is pointing at the pigeons and chicken in the yard. 
This inclusion is to create a sense of community and positive working con-
ditions.

The woodcut originally appeared on 18 June 1853 in the weekly maga-
zine l’Illustration, Journal Universel [Usine Hydraulique... 1853b].30 The wood-
cut was then used by Viard in an advertisement placed on 7 and 12 July 
1853 in the daily paper La Presse (Fig. 6),31 and again on 20 July 1853, this 
time in the Journal des débats politiques et littéraires [Usine Hydraulique… 
1853c; see also illustration in Spennemann D.H.R. 2016a: p. 17, Fig. 15]. As 
the column space available for the advertisements in the latter journal was 
narrower, the woodcut was trimmed at the left margin.32

30 The woodcut was created by eduard Renard (1802–1888), one of the main illustra-
tors working for l’Illustration. Such illustrated magazines can be regarded as an early form 
of photo journalism [Gervais T. 2005].

31 Usine Hydraulique… [1853a, 1853d]. See also illustration in Spennemann D.H.R. 
[2016a]. The woodcut as it appeared in La Presse shows a white scar running from the top 
left through the centre [Spennemann D.H.R. 2016a: 17, Fig. 15]. This is a print flaw in the 
copy digitised by the Bibliotheque national de France [2015].

32 Both advertisements were four column insertions, but the advertising layout of the 
Journal des débats was such that placing the same advertisement as in La Presse would have 
required to purchase a five column advertising space. Hence the wood cut was trimmed to 
make it fit. The woodcuts in La Presse and Journal des débats politiques et littéraires are com-
pared with the original wood cut as it appeared in l’Illustration. 

Fig. 6. Advertisement by the Usine Hydraulique à d’Aubervilliers in La Presse
Source: Usine Hydraulique à d’Aubervilliers [1853d].
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Advertorials

During the early years, Viard marketed his Chromo-duro-phane in 
a number of newspapers not only by formal advertisements, but also by 
way of ‘advertorials’ which were a common ploy in the late 1830s and 
early 1840s [Feyel G. 2003]. Some were slightly more legitimate, such as 
overly elaborate comments on his products in the exposition des produits 
de l’industrie nationale [de Saint Aure J. 1844; Dollingen 1844: 43f], while 
others were thinly disguised, text-based advertisements masquerading as 
news copy [Anonymous, 1843, 1844d].

More subtle ways were also used. For example, Frey J. [1844] review-
ing a play at the Gymnase, noted:

“During the first intermission, a rain prospectuses of all forms and all colours fell on 
the fourth loges.

– “I bet,” said my cavalier catching the flight a few light shots, “the inventor of the 
chromo-duro-phane and couleurs hydrofuges does not use these charlatan tricks and 
uses the honorable means available by advertising in trade and industry.

– You are so convinced of the effectiveness of its products?
– expecto cude roberto. excuse me, madam, if I speak Latin,33 but ...”
At that moment the curtain lifted on a piece by Paul Duport, La Raison Propose, 

so boring and so badly played, that I would have preferred to hear, for the hundredth 
time, the praise of Mr. Viard, of the rue Saint-Martin, the general store of the famous 
chromo-duro-phane and the no less famous couleurs hydrofuges.”

Even though this at first reads like a back-handed compliment (‘for the 
hundredth time’) the inclusion of the street address as well the mention 
that this was ‘the general store of the famous chromo-duro-phane and the 
no less famous couleurs hydrofuges’ makes it clear that this was a deliber-
ate mention of his product.

The use of Chromo-duro-phane varnish was not limited to floor cov-
erings. The sculptor Alexandre Joseph Oliva exhibited a plaster model of 
a bust of Rembrandt in the 1852 salon. The critics mentioned that the bust 
had been painted with Chromo-Duro-Phane paint and showed a brilliant 
lustre [Bertall 1852].34 While formally a news item, it still serviced Viard’s 
marketing needs.

33 ‘Expecto cude roberto’ is not actual Latin with the exception of expecto (= I look 
[for]).

34 For the bronze version see [Musée d’Orsay 2006]. Wooden statuary, painted with 
Chromo-Duro-Phane seems to have had the effect of marble [see critique of a Spanish stat-
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Promotion Strategy II: Product Packaging

The nineteenth century was a period of national and later international 
exhibitions that showcased the agricultural as well as industrial products 
of a nation. The exposition des Produits de l’Industrie Française was held 
at five-year intervals in Paris. The first truly international exhibition oc-
curred in 1851 in London, followed by the 1853 exhibition in New York 
[Association… 1853; Silliman B. et al. 1853] and the 1855 international ex-
hibition in Paris.35 The award of medals at these exhibitions was, rightful-
ly, regarded as an official stamp of approval and quality. Not surprisingly, 
successful manufacturers were eager to showcase the fact, both in adver-
tising, as well as on the labels of their products.

Fig. 7 shows a surviving example of a packaging label of Viard’s 
Chromo-Duro-Phane paint, measuring 115 x 150mm.36 The red and green 
coloured label reflects the ornate and cluttered, heavily text-laden lay-out 
typical of the time. It comprises five zones (Fig. 8). Zone 2 prominent-
ly displays the product name in capital letters: ‘Chromo-Duro-Phane.’ 
Zone 3 contains explanatory product information in the centre (b), i.e. that 
the product allows the applications of colour, without rubbing, for stairs, 
wooden tiles and parquet floors, and that it would dry in two hours. This 
is flanked at the left (a) by a testimonial asserting that the paint was the 
only kind accepted by the Chamber of Painters of the City of Paris, and at 
the right (c) by a statement of provenance (the water-powered factory of 
paints and varnishes at Aubervilliers).

Zone 4 contains, in fine print, the instructions of application, while zone 
5(a) provides the price information (3 Francs per kilogramme), while at 
the right (5c) we find a comment that all pots of paint would carry Viard’s 
signature as a sign of authenticity to guard against imitation.

ue by Ségoïllot H. 1870: 172]. In addition, the artist Ferdinando Cavalleri is reported to 
have used the paint in his works [About H. 1855: 60].

35 National French exhibitions: exposition des Produits de l’Industrie Française 
1823 [Héricart-Ferrand de Thury L.-É.-F. 1824]; 1827 [Héricart-Ferrand de Thury L.-É.-F., 
Migneron M. 1828]; 1834 [Dupin C. 1836a, 1836b, 1836c]; 1839 [Thénard B. 1839]; 1844 
[Thénard B. 1844a, 1844b]; exposition nationale des produits de l’industrie, agricole et man-
ufacturière Française 1849 [Buffet L. 1850a, 1850b, 1850c]. International exhibitions: Great 
exhibition of the Works of Industry of all Nations, London 1851 [Bowning e.A, 1852a, 
1852b, 1852d, 1852c]; exposition Universelle des produits de l’Agriculture, de l’Industrie 
et des Beaux-Arts, Paris 1855 [Napoléon P. 1856].

36 The label is in the possession of the author and was acquired in 2016 via an on-line 
auction house [herve168 2016]. 
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The centre of zone 5 (b) sets out the address of the manufacturer at 
rue Saint Martin nº 128, with a mention, set in very small print, that that 
the paint can also be obtained in London from “J.Wauthier, Witmincton 
Square 45.” The latter is a rather curious assertion. In the 1850s, Jules 
Wauthier, a French barometer maker, lived at Wilmington Square 45, 
London [Temple P. 2008: 249; see also Goodison N. 1968: 369]. It remains 
a mystery why a French barometer maker, who did not even advertise 
his own mechanic objects,37 should have been the distributor of Viard’s 
paints in england. Given that paint is such a commonly used item, sold 
into a market in which Viard had no prior reputation, one would expect 

37 Wauthier does not seem to have advertised his services or products in British news-
papers [Gale 2015; Gale, British Library 2015]. 

Figure 7. A label for Chromo-Duro-Phane paint manufactured by Viard in Paris  
(ca. 1851–1853)

Source: Item in the collection of the author.—That label can be dated based on the mention of rue Saint 
Martin 128, which was the street address from late 1851 onwards (as the terminus post quem), while 
the mention of the Aubervilliers plant, not used after the 1853 bankruptcy, provides a terminus ante 

quem.
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concentrated advertising. Yet there is no reference to Vaird’s products to 
be found in the British newspapers [Gale 2015; Gale, British Library 2015]. 
The two typographic errors in the word ‘Witmincton’ suggest that this 
connection is largely spurious. 

The really interesting element of the label is Zone A which crowns the 
label. If the psychology of people of european descent viewing text, num-
bers of objects from left to right [Göbel S.M. 2015; Han S., Northoff G. 
2008], and also view images in a sweeping, zig-zag fashion from the top 
left to the bottom right [Chokron S. et al. 2009; eldesouky D.F.B. 2013] is 
any guide, then Zone A is not only the first element viewed, but also be the 
most portent conveyor of messages.

A cursory view of this zone suggests to a potential purchaser that the 
product had received two medals and thus was twice endorsed. This im-
pression is reinforced by different texts above and below the medal imag-
es. Close inspection, however, reveals that the front and back of the same 
medal are depicted. The inscription of the left image (a) reads ‘Produits de 

Figure 8. Structure of the label for Chromo-Duro-Phane paint
Source: see Fig. 7.
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l’industrie agricole et manufacturiere’ with ‘A Viard’ in the centre. This 
strongly suggests that this medal was awarded at the ‘exposition nation-
ale des produits de l’industrie, agricole et manufacturière Française’ held 
in Paris in May and June 1849.38 The obverse of the medal (shown in sec-
tion c), which shows an allegorial depiction of France (Fig. 7 bottom) as 
opposed to the head of Louis Philippe which was shown on the 1844 med-
al (Fig. 7 top). Further the text above (‘1844-1849’) and below the med-

38 The title of the previous exhibitions did not specifically mention agriculture or man-
ufactures: ‘exposition des Produits de l’Industrie Française.’

Figure 9. Verso and recto of blanks for bronze medals awarded at the ‘exposition nationale 
des produits de l’industrie, agricole et manufacturière Française.’ Top: 1844, bottom 1849.

Source: author’s collection..
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al image (‘Medaille d’Argent’) at the left (a) seems to claim that he won 
a medal at both the 1844 and 1849 exhibitions.

As mentioned, Viard did indeed receive a bronze medal at the nation-
al exposition des Produits de l’Industrie Française in 1844 [Thénard B. 
1844b: 699]. When he again exhibited his products at the national exhibi-
tion of 1849, the report of the jury mentions his products and makes formal 
reference to the Bronze medal awarded in 1844 but neither awards him an-
other medal nor an honourable mention [Buffet L. 1850a: 737].39 There is 
no evidence in the formal jury report that a silver medal was awarded 
to him at either exhibition. On the other hand, a different, more second-
hand, account of honours and medals dispensed at the 1849 exhibition, 
makes formal a reference (‘rappel de médaille’) to a silver medal awarded 
for varnish at the 1844 exhibition [Ministère... 1849: 130]. This appears to be 
clearly a clerical error, as the 1844 sources unequivocally state that Viard 
was awarded a bronze medal [Thénard B. 1844b: 699]. 

Viard seems to have been a master of obfuscation with his market-
ing strategy always travelling only as close to the truth as absolutely nec-
essary, thereby insinuating ‘facts’ that set up assumptions in the minds 
of the readers. This carried through to the listings in the address books. 
The 1853 address book claims, for example, that Viard had been awarded 
one bronze and one silver medal at the 1849 exhibition [Henrichs P. 1853: 
614].40 His successors, his wife, as well as later Viard et Charmy, were 
no better; rather, they even inflated Viard’s claims. In the 1857 address 
book, it was not only claimed that Viard had received silver medals for the 
1844 and 1849 exhibitions but also asserted that medals had been award-
ed at the London exhibition (of 1851) and New York exhibition (of 1853) 
[Firmin-Didot A., Firmin-Didot H. 1857: 539; 1862: 746, col. b; 1864: 761]. 

39 Possibly for want of product excellence. This seems to be indicated by the jury com-
ment “Mr. Viard deals almost exclusively in paints against moisture for apartments, and 
varnish for carriages. The coatings, which leave something to be desired, are however of 
good quality. The jury recalls the bronze medal obtained in 1844” [Buffet L. 1850b: 737]. 
The ‘rappel de médaille’ (recall of a medal) is a proclamation of an award previously grant-
ed and that cannot be awarded again [Institut de France 1878: 569]. It is a stretch of imagina-
tion to interpret this as a formal second award of a bronze medal.

40 These claims carried through to advertisements placed by other dealers stocking his 
products. For example, the advertisements the regional paint dealer Fauvel M. [1851b] (at 
Argentan, Orne) claimed that two medals were won by Viard (1844 and 1849). The place-
ment strongly suggests, without stating so specifically, that the medals had been awarded 
for the Chromo-Duro-Phane product.
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The latter claim had some substance but substantially stretched the truth 
(as the award was only an Honourable mention).

The label, as well as the address book entries, make direct reference 
to the Great exhibition of 1851 in London, which suggests that Viard had 
been awarded a medal for his products. even though France, and in par-
ticular Paris was the centre of civilised world as the French perceived it, 
the importance of international recognition must not be underestimated. 
This is even more that case if it occurred at the fabled 1851 exhibition in 
London. A Spanish advertisement of 1856 goes even further and claims 
that Chromo-duro-phane won a silver medal in London as well as at the 
Paris exhibition of 1849. The claim of a medal awarded in London was al-
ready made in an 1853 advertisement that featured Viard’s Aubervilliers 
factory (Fig. 6),41 and is repeated by Mme Viard in her 1857 address book 
entry [Firmin-Didot A., Firmin-Didot H. 1857: 579]. Close examination 
showed that Viard indeed exhibited ‘samples of colours and varnish’ at 
the Great exhibition,42 which is an achievement in itself, but the official re-
port of the jurors is silent on any award, indicating that the claim on the la-
bel, as well as the advertisements, is spurious.43

The centre section (b) carried a depiction showing the Royal coat of 
arms of Great Britain as in use since the reign of Queen Victoria (1837 on-
wards) replete with the correct mottos and crowned by a banner stating 
‘aux armes d’Angleterre.’ This use normally suggests formal Royal war-
rant of appointment by the reigning King or Queen of england, in that case 
Queen Victoria. That claim could not be verified at the time of writing,44 
but in all probability is spurious.

In summation, for his promotional purposes, Viard seems to have been 
rather liberal in his use of real and imagined honours and awards. even 
though he once faced court for such misrepresentation, it does not seem to 
have deterred him.

41 ‘Médailles aux expositions de 1848 et 1849 et de 1851 a Londres’ [Usine Hydraulique… 
1853c].

42 entry “1521 Viard L. L. 54 Rue St. Martin, Paris. Various samples of colours and var-
nish” [Yapp G.W., ellis R. 1851: 248, nº 1521].

43 Viard Products fell under “Class II, Chemical and Pharmaceutical Processes and 
Products Generally.” The alphabetical listing does not mention Viard [Graham T. 1852: 
50].

44 The claim could not be verified at the time of writing as the British Royal Archives 
at Windsor were undergoing a programme of refurbishment which substantially delayed 
all responses.
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In 1843 or 1844 M Dulioux, a grocer and self-styled colour merchant 
and manufacturer at Belleville, claimed to have invented the moisture 
blocking paint ‘vert oxygene hudrofuge,’ the rights of which he transferred 
to Viard in 1844. Viard manufactured and distributed the paint and ex-
hibited it at the 1844 Paris exhibition. It was that paint for which Viard re-
ceived the bronze medal. Viard used the medal on his billheads, advertis-
ing material (Fig. 10) as well at his shop. Dulioux objected, as Viard not 
only had not been the inventor of the paint, but also used the medal in 
the advertising of other paints, including chromo-duro-phane (e.g. Fig. 9). 
Having had to declare bankruptcy in 1846 and in search of funds, Dulioux 
dragged Viard in front of the commercial tribunal of Paris in October 1847. 
Dulioux sought a verdict to force Viard to cease and desist using the said 
medal on stationery, shop signs and advertising, to sever the contract for 
the manufacture of vert oxygene hudrofuge and to obtain damages. The 
court ruled in Dulioux’s favour but dismissed his request for damages 
[Anonymous 1847].

It is of interest to note that actual newspaper advertisements of hydro-
fuge paint were few [e.g. Viard, 1844c]. It appears that the paint was lit-
tle different from other similar paints on the market and, unlike Chromo-
duro-phane, not worth specific marketing.

Promotion Strategy III: Advertising Cards

Pamphlets were a common staple to advertise products from the late sev-
enteenth century onwards [Sampson H. 1874]. The development of litho-
graphic printing in 1796 allowed for the production of graphic images at 
a reasonable cost. This gave rise to the use of graphics on advertising leaf-
lets and flyers. Most of these, like the product labels discussed above, are 
ephemera that have rarely survived. We have in hand one such label for 
Viard’s paint products. 

The front depicts a street scene, presumably representing Viard’s 
premises at rue Saint Martin 54 (Fig. 10). There appears to be a shop with 
numerous rows of drawers at the left, while at the right is a drive-way en-
trance that leads into a large court yard which, presumably, houses the 
residence as well as the paint and varnish manufacture.45 The front façade 

45 We also have in hand a street map and house plan of Paris, dating to 1836 [repro-
duced in Spennemann D.H.R. 2016b], which shows the property and roughly resembles 
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of the building shows highly decorated door and window surrounds with 
alternating light (presumably white) and dark (presumably red) patch-
es of colour. The cobble-stone covered street, as well as the internal court 
yard, are represented as busy, with a horse-drawn delivery cart with driv-
er, a delivery boy and ancillary people. Among the latter are a boy playing 
with a dog, as well as a well-dressed couple, suggesting to the viewer that 
the paint offered was of high quality suitable for the well-to-do bourgeoi-
sie. This is reinforced by a well dressed man walking through the drive-
way towards the courtyard, and another standing in the dwelling in the 
rear. 

Above the shop and driveway is a large advertising sign with the text 
CHROMO DURO PHANe mise en couleur sans frottage. Similar to the 
product label, the centre of the panel is dominated by the British Coat of 
arms, which is flanked by a graphic representation of the medal awarded 

the view from the street as depicted on the advertising card [Le cadastre de Paris…1810-
1836].

Figure 10. Recto of the trade price list by Viard
Source: Original card is owned by the British Museum, item nº Banks, 133.50. (https://www.

britishmuseum.org/collection/object/P_Banks-133-50) Reproduction of the image courtesy of the 
British Museum, London under a CC BY-NC-SA 4.0 license.
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at the Paris exhibition of 1844. These are in turn flanked, on the outside, by 
the number 54. The street address is repeated above the advertising sign.

The verso of the advertising card provides a list of paint products 
available as well as a list of prices (Fig. 11). It is graphically much less 
well designed than the front. On the top we have Viard’s name and ad-
dress, flanked by an oval noting that Viard’s paint had been selected by 
the chamber of painters at its general session on 7 March 1843 (left) and 
that his paint had been awarded a medal by the King on occasion of the 
1844 exhibition. The body of the page contains two columns of paints and 
their prices.

This particular advertising card can be dated to the period between 
mid-1844 and late 1847.46 Such advertising cards were distributed dur-

46 The depiction of the medal awarded at the exposition des Produits de l’Industrie 
Française in Paris from May to June 1844 provides a terminus post quem, but likewise a ter-

Figure 11. Verso of the trade price list 
by Viard

Source: Original owned by the Bri tish 
Museum, item nº Banks, 133.50.  (https://
www.britishmuseum.org/collection/
object/P_Banks-133-50). Reproduction of 
the image courtesy of the British Museum, 
London under a CC BY-NC-SA 4.0 license.
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ing the intermission of theatre plays. For example, Frey J. [1844] describ-
ing a play at the Gymnase, commented that [d]uring the first intermis-
sion, a rain of prospectuses of all forms and all colours fell on the fourth  
loges.”

Promotion Strategy IV: Mobile advertising

In addition to stationary posters on walls and billboards, which will be 
discussed below, Viard also engaged in mobile advertising, namely on de-
livery carts as well as by means of street spectacles.

Advertising on Delivery Carts

The advertising card discussed above shows a two-wheeled horse-drawn 
cart (Fig. 11). The cover of the cart carries in bold lettering the CHROMO-
DURO-PHANe brand of the paint, with the slogan ‘mise en couleur sans 
frottage’ below. There is no reason to assume that this is not a depiction 
of an actual delivery cart. Closer inspection, shows that the visible side of 
the cart is covered with samples of floor covering, both wooden tiles (rear) 
and parquet (front). This is a very clever means of demonstrating to the 
public the nature and quality of the floor varnish. 

Advertising in newspapers and on bill boards provided for product 
awareness and recognition, which then had to be converted into a pur-
chase. The fast drying lacquer varnish was such a departure from the long 
established tradition of polished waxed floors, that it invited scepticism. 
As the Chromo-Duro-Phane varnish was applied to the floors of private 
residences, Viard had no easy way of demonstrating the quality of the 
varnish to the general public. While word-of-mouth was certainly an im-
portant avenue (as it essentially came with the endorsement of a friend 
or neighbour), it was too limited in its reach. Mounting samples of treat-
ed floor coverings on the sides of the cart(s) made the samples accessible 
to all people. Significantly, it allowed for a close inspection of the varnish, 
both through optic and haptic senses, as applied on actual flooring mate-
rials. 

minus ante quem as Viard had to desist from using the medal in his advertising as per court 
ruling of November 1847.
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Street Spectacles and Processions

Another high-profile component of mobile advertising was the partici-
pation in annual carnivals. Traditionally, Shrove Tuesday was celebrat-
ed in France with masked balls as well as a street carnival, of which the 
Promenade du Boeuf Gras, a procession parading the fattest oxen through 
the streets of Paris, was a major annual event. After several year’s absence, 
the spectacle was revived in 1851 by Lucien Émile Arnault, director of the 
theatrical circus L’Hippodrome au Pont de l’Alma [Darthenay 1851]. This 
choreographed parade of the well-decorated oxen was accompanied by an 
entourage dressed in colourful clothes. The event spurred on several mer-
chants to copy the spectacle and to hold their own parades during Mid-
Lent (‘Mi-Caréme’). As an anonymous writer noted in Le Ménestrel, 

“[t]he Thursday of mid-Lent was more animated than usual. The skinny-fat oxen of 
the Hippodrome, operated by Mr. Arnaud, have created a vivacity of the Parisian in-
dustry for which advertising in major newspapers is no longer enough” [Anonymous, 
1851a].

A number of descriptions exist for two processions which were held 
despite pouring rain, ‘competing with each other for pomp and glitter’ 
[Anonymous, 1851b]. One parade was organised by ‘la maison de con-
fection du Prophète’, a clothing and drapery store,47 the other by Viard. 

47 ‘La maison de confection du Prophète’, fielded the character of the prophet on 
a chariot accompanied by a retinue dressed in thirteenth century clothes and followed by 
a chariot with mustard pots of all sizes preceded by a band of pike bearers and followed by 

Figure 12. Detail of an advertising card
Source: see Fig. 9 for complete card.
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Viard’s procession comprised a chariot carrying a personification of chro-
mo-duro-phane, which was preceded by a music band and surrounded an 
entourage on foot and on horses, dressed in gilt, velvet and silk costumes. 
Horsemen carried banners with Viard’s address. One of the two proces-
sions, presumably Viard’s, was accompanied by a ‘giant snail containing 
the Parisian committee of sympathetic snails’ [Anonymous 1851a, 1851b; 
Lalire C. 1851; Martin e. 1851].48 

Commerson’s magazine Le Tintamarre, which both carried and cri-
tiqued advertising, noted that 

“[t]he industrialism that occurs about everything and about nothing, these days seizes 
the street, puts a false nose to his chromo-duro-phane, a bump to the overcoats of the 
Prophet” [Martin e. 1851].

Yet, despite such commentary, the processions were successful and 
had Paris talking—the very effect the companies had desired. For exam-
ple, the procession showcasing chromo-duro-phane was reported in many 
newspapers in Paris [Anonymous 1851a, 1851b; Martin e. 1851] as well as 
in the departments [Lalire C. 1851]. The publication of course broadened 
and reinforced the publicity this event had already generated.

Promotion Strategy V: Roaming Painters

The advertising card discussed above also shows a boy or young man 
to the left two-wheeled horse-drawn cart (Fig. 11). Carrying on his back 
a wooden pannier with paint, he is either a roaming painter or, more like-
ly, a delivery boy.49 In the depiction, the pannier is inscribed with the text 
“CHROMO VIARD 54.” We can assume that a real life example of such 
a pannier would have carried the full name and address.

In his series ‘Les Petits Industries’ in the magazine L’Illustration, jour-
nal universel, Paul Flamant pilloried the idiosyncrasies of many small-scale 

servants dressed in costumes of the seventeenth or eighteenth century [Anonymous 1851a, 
1851b; Lalire C. 1851]. 

48 The concept of sympathetic snails (‘escargots sympathiques’) had been advocated 
by Jules Allix (1818-1897) in 1849. To the amusement of all of Paris, Allix had argued that 
snails that had mated would stay in constant communication. Thus, if someone in Paris 
were to touch a snail representing the letter ‘P’, the snail representing the letter ‘P’ would 
move, say in Beijing. A flawed experiment conducted in 1850 had convinced Allix that this 
phantastic idea might work.

49 A second figure with a pannier on his back, an adult male, can be seen in the arch-
way.
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entrepreneurs in Paris, some of which wore quite elaborate dress to at-
tract the attention of the passers by. In October 1850 he described paint-
ers peddling the Chromo-Duro-Phane product on the streets in the follow-
ing way:50 

“And here is new industry that was born yesterday; we mean the application of colour 
without sanding apartments.51 The young artist that you see depicted in this engrav-
ing [e.g. Fig. 12], who at first looks like both Neapolitan pulcinella, carries on his suit 
the insignia of his profession. It has a hatstyle shaped as a pot of colour; on his blouse 
and trousers we see red patches resembling octagonal tiles. The small Parisian proper-
ty owner needs to put a new varnish on his tiles, which have been scuffed by too much 
use, and within seconds the man with the tiles and the colour port performs a meta-
morphosis with his brillant siccatif;52 the new preparation does not need, like the old, 
to be polished for a long time. The siccatif dries by the minute” [Flamant P. 1850].

This marketing of course worked on the principle of repeated recog-
nition of a familiar product aided by consistent branding, as all itinerant 
painters would have been dressed exactly the same colourful way. Further, 
the tall paint pot-shaped hat, which clearly references the headgear of 
Napoleonic and post-Napoleonic soldiers [see elting J.R. 1993], would 
have stood out among the crowd as would have the colourful dress. 

While mobile services such as copper polishers and drink merchants 
(‘marchand de coco’) were not uncommon [Flamant P. 1850], they tended 
to work for themselves. Viard adapted and enlarged the concept. He des-
patched  itinerant painters who acted as a mobile sales outlet for his paints, 
as a mobile labour force carrying the supplies they needed for a job, and 
as roaming advertisements. This set up also allowed Viard to induce cus-
tomers to impulse-buy his product and have it applied without the need 
to source a painter.

We can assume that much business would have been obtained by 
word of mouth recommendations of the final product and by the near-
instant gratification of the commissioning homeowner. Thus these roam-
ing painters represented not only a form of mobile advertising but also al-
lowed for experiential marketing.53

50 The original text [Flamant P. 1850] was reprinted several times by Texier e.A. [1852: 
249f; 1854: 24ff; 1867a: 60f; 1867b: 967].

51 . The French original ‘mise en couleur sans frottage des apartments’ [de Genouillac, 
H.G. 1882] references part of the advertising slogan (see Fig. 7).

52 The drying additive to varnish and paint.
53 .  For another example of experiential marketing, see Stanislas Sorel’s marketing of 

of his cooker [Spennemann D.H.R. 2018]. 
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Promotion Strategy VI: Billboards

Billboard advertising was common during the early nineteenth century in 
both France and the United Kingdom. We can safely assume that to fur-
ther his product recognition, Viard resorted to generic billboard advertis-
ing as well. We have this on record for 1845 [Anonymous, 1845] as well as 
1851.54 

54 Indeed, Busoni wrote in 1851: “The Parisian vacationer, not knowing how to use 
his easter vacation, was advised to resume his walk along the boulevards of Longchamps. 
On the chaussée, the elegant carriages and fashionable centaurs cross and prance with the 
cavalcades of industrialism; when the flâneur moves, the advertisement follows him ev-
erywhere like a shadow; it walks, it runs on his trail, the banner raised and the ensign de-
ployed, firing its products down the line of the boulevards: dresses, cirases, seltzer, chro-
mo-duro-phane, March beer, lottery tickets and tailor-made clothes. What would Molière 
have said of this masquerade? ….Moralists still observe with pain that in this industri-
al display the suspect products are precisely those who walk in great pomp; the public 
pays generously for the luxury while for the other there is little or no reward” [Busoni P., 
1851].

Figure 13. Street seller peddling Viard’s Chromo-
duro-phane floor varnish in 1850
Source: The unsigned illustration, probably by L. Chan-
tal, first appeared in 1850 in L’Illustration, journal uni-
versel [Flamant P. 1850], was then reproduced in Texier’s 
book of 1852 [Texier E.A. 1852: 250] and finally reissued 
in colourised form as image nº 111 in the pictorial volume 
“Costumes de Paris a travers les siecles” [de Genouillac, 
H.G. 1882]. The colouring of the 1882 reprint is purely spec-
ulative. A metric and graphic comparison shows that both 
the 1852 and the 1882 reprints were printed from the orig-
inal plates
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The elections for the French Constitutional Assembly on 23 and 24 
April 1848 gave Viard an opportunity to engage in a very entertaining 
way of advertising. Given that these were the first elections since 1792 
where the entire (male) population, and not just the tax payers, had a vote, 
the event generated much interest among the French citizens. In the run 
up to the elections, candidates would often post a bill on walls with the 
call ‘CITOYeNS NOMMONS’ (Citizens Appoint) printed in large bold let-
ters, followed by the names of the candidates [Boucher H. 1908: 99, entry 
for 14 September 1848]. Very cleverly, Viard played on this when he de-
veloped a memorable advertising campaign. As Sarcey F. [1882: 238f] re-
called in his ‘Le mot et la chose’:

“[t]he advertisement is often joking and jovial. It seeks to have fun, because it is 
for people who like to laugh. Who does not remember the 1848 advertisements …
which occurred during the elections and at the time were successfully causing [much]  
laughter :

 
CITIZeNS, APPOINT

the

Chromo 
DURO 
Phane

is sold at…” 

P. Duverger [1864], discussing the advertising of the times as le hum-
bug d’origine britannique, mentions a very similar multicoloured advertise-
ment55 and commented that 

 “from a distance, the three strange words, written in large capitals, seemed to many 
the names of citizens aspiring to be part of the national assembly. More than one naive 
voter, it is said, gave his vote to Chromo Duro Phane” [Duverger P. 1864].

P. Flamant [1850] when discussing the Chromo-Duro-Phane street sell-
ers (see above) also referred to these advertisements.

“This is the colour director of apartments, who, during the 1849 elections,56 improvised 
on the walls of the capital the unexpected nominations of Chromo, Duro, Phane; these 

55 Appoint | CHROMO | DURO | PHANe | “the best drying varnish which is to put 
the apartments in color” [Duverger P. 1864].

56 The first formal elections for the French National Assembly for the Second Republic 
were held on the 13th and 14th of May 1849.
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were the names the Athenians were to elect as archons ? In the Legislative Assembly 
the names Chromo, Duro, Phane were not known, but they served to publicize and 
popularize an invention and an industry now travelling under full sail, pushed by the 
breeze of puff.”

Another poster, which in addition made good use of the selective 
choice of oversized and small print, reputedly57 read [Ariel 1889]:

IT IS THe 12TH OF JULY 

we usually choose to put our apartments in color. All 

GOOD CITIZeNS 

will agree to fix their choice on

CHROMO

DURO

PHANe

No hesitation! No division! No abstention!

Once these advertisements had caused enough of a stir and had most 
of Paris talking, they were followed by a second round of billboard adver-
tising:

“I remember a poster that was a colossal success in 1848. Parisians of that time saw one 
day pasted on the walls, a huge sign bearing in large letters the dazzling words:
PeOPLe, DeCePTION!
Naturally, onlookers approached and then read, written below in small letters: ‘The 
real chromo-duro-phane, etc.’ That was it. The people had the address of the quack” 
[Flammèche N. 1873]. 

Another example, likewise working in reverse to the NOMMONS 
poster, makes extreme use of the differences in font size and thus required 
the reader to step up closely to read the advertisement in order to make 
sense of it [Anonymous 1854]:

57 The date used in the cited example is erroneous, however, as none of the 1848, 1849 
and 1852 elects were held in July, nor were any of the subsequent elections (in 1857, 1863, 
1871, 1877, 1881 and 1885).
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CITIZeNS DO NOT FORGeT
when lifting the carpets, the Chromo-Duro-Phane varnish

for the application of colour without rubbing, the only one accepted by the
ASSeMBLY

of painting contractors, etc.

While the proliferation of posters on plastered over public buildings 
and monuments drew criticism [de Rattier P.e. 1857: 42], it does not seem 
to have adversely affected his business. In fact, Viard’s strategy of tongue-
in-cheek advertising must have been rather innovative58 and thus very 
memorable as it is recalled and recounted in numerous French publications 
during the remainder of the nineteenth century [e.g. Ariel 1889;  Claude 
A., Labourieu T. 1883: 50f; Duckett W. 1867: 149; Labourieu T. 1853].59 

Promotion Strategy VII: Product Placement

A more subtle way of advertising via product placement in movies is a well 
known form of semi-subliminal marketing [Newell J. et al. 2006; Segrave 
K. 2004], but this is hardly a new development. Such product placement 
already occurred in the Parisian Vaudeville revues of the 1840s and 1850s. 
If executed subtly and aptly it worked well. If the placement was too obvi-
ous, however, it could offend the audience [e.g. Holff C. 1853: 43]. Product 
placement of Chromo-Duro-Phane is reported, for example, in the play Les 
Premières Armes de 1852.60 In Viard’s case, however, product recognition 
had already been achieved by the various means discussed above, so that 
the Vaudeville components just added to the concept of repeated recog-
nition of a familiar product. It is important to note, however, that the au-
dience of these Vaudeville shows comprised of elements of the bourgeoi-
sie which, as apartment owners, formed his primary clientele and also of 
those aspiring to be upwardly mobile and one day join the ranks of the 

58 It seems that Viard’s strategy was then copied by merchants as well. Duverger P. 
[1864] makes reference to shoe maker (‘The Revolution Marches on!’) and a hat maker (I 
demand 100,000 heads!).

59 The CHROMO | Duro | PHANe advertisement was also referenced when discuss-
ing unusual electioneering practices in general [Jean de Paris 1876; Richard J. 1869].

60 The annual revue premiered on 27 December 1852 at the Vaudeville [Holff C. 1853: 
43].—Not to be confused with the comic opera ‘Les premières armes de Louis xV’ [Bernicat 
F., Carré A. 1888].—On the same day at Vaudeville also the premiere of ‘Alexandre chez 
Apelles’ [Bayard J.-F.-A., Dupin H., 1853].
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bourgeoisie—and what better avenue than to emulate the floor treatment 
of bourgeois apartments.

Measuring success

In the absence of formal media monitoring services and customer surveys, 
it is difficult to assess the success of Viard’s marketing. That at least some 
of his approaches were highly memorable, and hence successful, has al-
ready been mentioned. Significantly, compared to Chromo-Duro-Phane, 
there is little reference to the marketing of the competitor products, which 
indicates that their marketing was much more conventional and hence 
unremarkable.61 Yet the rivalry between Viard’s Chromo-duro-phane and 
Raphanel’s Siccatif Brillant in the period of about 1850 must have been 
memorable to some extent, as some authors reference it as a distraction 
[de Banville T. 1850] or when commenting on other rivalries [Laferté C. 
1854].

Some authors commented on the resistance of some people to techno-
logical change, bemoaning many changes from the old norm as a social 
pest (‘peste morale’). In a satirical piece pillorying these views, the writer 
and composer Oscar Comettant [1861: 190] listed Chromo-Duro-Pahne as 
an important invention and advancement to life style in the same vein as 
photography (‘daguerreotype’), rubber (‘caotchouc’), and artificial teeth 
(‘osanores’) [same text in Comettant O. 1864: 303].

Another measure of success may be derived from the observation that 
the brand name had become so well known as a hard wearing, glossy var-
nish, that writers alluded to it in bon môts as well as in word play—Chro-
mo-duro-phane had become a proprietary eponym. There are several ex-
amples of ‘chromo-duro-‘ having become the short hand for ‘gloss’: 

“La politesse est le chromo-duro-phane de la société française,”• 62

Chromo-duro-fard,• 63

Chromo-duro-financier,• 64

61 Rapahnel’s ‘siccatif Brillant’, for example, was heavily advertised in the newspa-
pers. See examples reproduced in Spennemann D.H.R. [2016a].

62 “Politeness is the shining varnish of French society” [Commerson J.L.A. 1851].—
Also reported in the variation “La politesse est le chromo-duro-phane de la société cana-
dienne” [Commerson J.L.A. 1854a].

63 Chromo-duro-makeup [Véron P. 1869: 89].
64 Self-explanatory; Alhoy M. [1854: 244].
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Chromo-dur-aux- femmes,• 65

le chromodurophane de la pensée,• 66

[remplacer le] sauce tomate par chromo-duro-phane• 67 
remplacer le sang du porc par chromo-duro-phane• 68 

In 1856 the journalist Jules Viard, who was also the co-editor of Le 
Figaro, published the small magazine Le Polichinelle à Paris. The magazine 
Le Tintamarre went to town on critiquing the venture, making a play on the 
similarity of the surname:

“Nous confierons le sous-sol de la Comète à M. Viard, le chromo-• 
durophane des échos de Paris”69 

65 Chromo-dur-among-women Holff C. 1853: 43]. The ‘Chromo-dur-aux- femmes’ is 
phonetically very close to chromo-duro-phane.

66 The chromo-duro-phane of thought’ as coined by Commerson [1854b: 57f] in is dis-
cussion of the French poet, dramatist, novelist, journalist, and critic Théophile Gautier. 
Commerson also references Viard’s competitor Raphanel, by describing Théophile Gautier 
in the same sentence as the ‘Raphanel of current literature.’

67 Sulpice [1874].
68 MM. les charcutiers ont bien voulu avouer eux-mêmes, qu’ils avaient été réduits à 

remplacer le sang de porc par du chromo-duro-phane, pour satisfaire leur immense cli-
entèle du réveillon [Maxime 1875].

69 “We will entrust the basement of the Comet [a magazine, ed.] to Mr. Viard, the chro-
mo-duro-phane of the echoes of Paris” Commerson J.L.A. 1857; reprinted 1872].
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Figure 14. Chronology of Viard’s marketing of Chromo duro phane 1839–1853
Source: own study.
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“La feuille de Jules Viard a été le chromo-duro-phane de la Presse • 
périodique”70

In 1854, after Viard had gone into liquidation, Alhoy M. [1854: 244] pil-
loried a fictitious company, the ‘Société de crédit chromo-duro-financier,’ 
which was imbued with many negative connotations.71

The majority of these allusions and references date to the period from 
the 1850s to the 1870s, suggesting that such cultural references were limit-
ed to one generation.

AFTeRMATH

Viard successfully employed the full palette of promotional options avail-
able to him. As far as can be ascertained, none of his competitors per-
formed nearly as well in that regard, nor did any other medium-scale en-
trepreneur at that time. 

One then wonders what went wrong. Why did Viard have to declare 
bankruptcy in 1853 rather than growing to become one of the leading paint 
manufacturers in France? In the absence of company records, we can only 
speculate. There may be two explanations. On the one level, Viard’s prod-
uct was highly specialised, a varnish for wooden floors, the annual paint-
ing of which, by-and-large would have been limited to the middle- and up-
per classes of society in Paris and the departmental cities. While the lower 
middle and working class households may have had wooden floors, the 
painting of these would not, or only occasionally have been on an annual 
basis, and, in all probability, would have been carried out by the more la-
bour intensive, but cheaper, traditional oil and wax based methods. Thus, 
while the market was steady, as it was an annual process, it was no one 
that offered substantial room for expansion, even if Viard’s had only one 
serious competitor (Raphanel). While the gentrification of Paris was a con-
tinual process, it occurred at a steady but slow rate until the Hausmann re-
organisation of the late 1850s to 1860s.

The same applied to Viard’s ‘couleurs hydrofuges,’ which were by-
and-large limited to buildings suffering from damp. This was restricted to 

70 “The publication of Jules Viard was the chromo-duro-phane of the perodical Press 
[Martin e. 1857].

71 For example, the bankers issuing the shares were “Messieurs Vultures and Co” and 
the Managing entity was “Stubborn and Co.”.
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older buildings in poorer neighbourhoods, as well as the ground floors of 
other buildings. 

The most significant development in paint systems during the late 1840s 
and early 1850s was the development of zinc-white (blanc de zinc) which 
offered an environmentally much safer alternative to the common white 
lead paint [see discussion in Spennemann D.H.R. 2017b]. While Viard’s 
varnish was limited to the floors, zinc white was applied to all walls, thus 
requiring a much greater quantity of paint. Moreover, the market for that 
paint straddled all socio-economic strata of society. While Viard started 
the production of his own zinc-white (blanc d’Aubervilliers), he was only 
one of several manufacturers, all bar one [Stanislas Sorel; Spennemann 
D.H.R. 2020, 2021] who relied on the same zinc oxide supplied by the 
Société de zinc de la Vieille-Montagne. Moreover, the mixing of zinc ox-
ide-based paints, as developed by Leclaire was a much more simple proc-
ess than the manufacture of a fast drying varnish. In consequence, a large 
number of entrepreneurs mixed their paint for immediate application or 
for on-sale. In that crowded market, Viard never achieved the traction that 
was needed and his investment failed.

The other cause for his demise may well have been his company struc-
ture. The 1840s and 1850s were a period of major transition from individ-
ual small-scale artisanal production to either larger factories or to organ-
ized co-operating entities. David Landes [1949] characterised the French 
entrepreneur of the time as a small businessman acting for himself, draw-
ing credit from limited clientele of trusted friends, but being fundamen-
tally conservative and independent.72 Louis Viard fits that bill. As far as 
we can tell, his firm was always a fully privately-owned company without 
any partners. In this Viard fundamentally differed from other small entre-
preneurs of the time, who set up limited partnerships, with themselves as 
managing director. They used the additional funds to leverage both im-
proved market position, but in particular reputation which allowed them 
to obtain more powerful financial backers.73 At a time when Viard needed 
connections and financial backing to gain and then maintain a major share 
of the blanc-de zinc market, it seems he was on his own and his previous 
independence worked against him. 

72 While some of Landes’ assertions have come under criticism as being too broad and 
sweeping, the underlying concepts still apply.

73 For example see Viard’s contemporary, Hector Ledru [Spennemann D.H.R. 2017c].
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This, however, should not have precluded investors from supporting 
his venture should he have sought to obtain funds. It is thus likely that 
other factors also played a role. We can only speculate, but it is quite pos-
sible his reputation for loud advertising, which served him so well in the 
past, as well as his liberal handling of the truth with regards to awards by 
industry, may have finally caught up with him, making potential inves-
tors more cautious than otherwise would have been the case.

CONCLUSIONS

As noted, the extant literature on French advertising in newspapers and 
on billboard hoardings focusses on the newspaper publishers, the types 
of advertisements published, the artistic merit of bill posters or the nature 
of governmental oversight of the press and bill posting. To date there has 
only been one paper that examined French advertising from the angle of 
an entrepreneur trying to promote his wares [Spennemann D.H.R. 2018].

The present paper study demonstrated how during the early to mid-
nineteenth century an essentially media-savvy French entrepreneur could 
ensure that his products were not only noted by the public, but that his ap-
proaches to promoting them also became the talk of the town. In promot-
ing his products, Viard’s relied on newspapers only as a means of mar-
keting and promotion during the early days of product introduction. This 
holds true for Chromo-Duro-Phane (1843-45) as well as his blanc de zinc 
(1851-53). Once the product had been made known to the educated and 
newspaper-reading audience of the bourgeoisie, Viard deployed addition-
al methods to both deeper embed the product recognition and broaden his 
client base. These strategies included billboard advertising that first made 
people laugh, and then talk about Viard’s advertising approaches and 
thereby reinforce product recognition. By ensuring product placement 
in Vaudeville shows coupled with the distribution of advertising cards 
during intermissions, Viard further reinforced brand recognition among 
the bourgeoisie which, as apartment owners, formed his primary clien-
tele base. While public advertising spectacles added hype, his highly vis-
ible itinerant workers ensured commercial success. With their dress, they 
fulfilled both a brand-reaffirming promotional ploy, but at the same time 
could also, if desired, provide the required service on the spot, thus con-
verting promotion-derived interest into an immediate sale. Moveable ad-
vertising on his wagons allowed him to parade small sections of wooden 
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floors through the streets of Paris which had been treated with his prod-
uct and were for all to see and to touch. 

When contrasting Viard’s range of promotional activities with those 
of his contemporary, Stanislas Sorel, differences are stark. Sorel was much 
more focussed on invention than on commercial success as evidenced by 
his approach to promoting his portable stove [Spennemann D.H.R. 2017a, 
2018], his galvanisation process [Spennemann D.H.R. 2016c] as well as 
his zinc-based paints [Spennemann D.H.R. 2020, 2021]. While Sorel used 
experiential marketing for his stoves, all other promotion was purely 
newspaper based. Other entrepreneurs also heavily relied on newspaper 
advertisements,74 or, depending on the nature of their business, on bill-
boards and hoardings.75

While more detailed studies of additional entrepreneurs, in different 
lines of business, are required to flesh out the history of French advertising 
from the viewpoint of the manufacturer, it is likely that Louis Viard was in 
a league of his own. The fact that his bill posters for Chromo-Duro-Phane 
were remembered by the public thirty years after he ceased his business 
clearly attests to his acumen and skill.
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